Will Enhanced Depth-of-focus Intraocular Lenses Lead the Future in Premium Lenses?
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Abstract

Multifocal intraocular lenses (MF IOLs) continue to undergo modifications to enhance distance and near vision. Extended range of vision IOLs do not have multiple focal points as other MF IOLs do, so they do not cause any disturbance in distance vision and can compensate for chromatic aberrations.
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Presbyopia normally develops as a person ages and is associated with a natural progressive loss of accommodation ability to rapidly and easily refocus on objects at varying distances. A variety of technologies have been developed to enhance the ability of the intraocular lens (IOL) to facilitate viewing. Multifocal (MF) IOLs were designed to eliminate the need for spectacles after cataract surgery. Traditional MF IOLs use the principles of refraction, diffraction or a combination of both to divide the incoming light into two or three focal points: near, intermediate and distance.1 MF diffractive optical surface directs portions of the light energy towards differing focal distances. Diffractive optical surfaces, either monofocal or MF, may also have aberrations. In contrast to refractive IOLs, diffractive MF IOLs use a system of concentric rings to bend lights into focal points simultaneously: one for distant vision; the other for near vision. Diffractive IOLs are largely pupil independent, meaning that the MF abilities of IOLs are less independent upon pupil size.1 3

A new segment of IOLs, known as the extended range of vision IOLs, were designed to provide good vision at a range of distances. The Tecnis® Symfony (Abbott Laboratories Inc., Illinois, US) IOLs include an echelette design feature. Echelettes are annular diffractive lens zones spaced about the optical axis of the lens. The surface area or diameter of the echelettes determines the diffractive powers of the IOL and the step height of the transition between echelettes determines the light distribution between the different add powers. This echelette profile is designed such that it shifts the wavelength of light and causes increased depth of focus. This technology combines two enabling proprietary technologies to simultaneously extend the range of vision and improve the contrast. Proprietary echelette design elongates the focus of the eye, resulting in an extended range of vision, and proprietary achromatic technology has been designed to reduce chromatic aberration, resulting in enhanced contrast sensitivity.1

Chromatic Aberration

The idea behind chromatic aberration correction is simply to get the colours of the spectrum focused at the same point. Chromatic aberration is mainly induced by the IOL optic material and this term is used to describe an alteration of colour.1 The Abbe number of a material indicates the amount of chromatic aberration caused by a lens material. It is important to use an IOL material with a high Abbe number since studies have shown that chromatic aberration from IOLs may negatively impact visual acuity, contrast sensitivity and functional vision.4

Chromatic aberration can be compensated by an achromatism lens in front of the eye with an IOL. The highest improvement in visual performance is obtained when both chromatic aberration and spherical aberration are corrected to cause enhancement of contrast.1 4

Contrast Sensitivity

Modular transfer function (MTF) is a measure of the amount of contrast transferred by the optics in a visual system. The higher the MTF, the more contrast is transferred from the original object to the image formed on the retina, and consequently the perceived image. The Tecnis Symfony IOL has high MTF50 for 5 mm in the ACE model, so this causes enhanced contrast sensitivity.6 7

Standard MF IOLs can reduce contrast sensitivity when compared with monofocal IOLs under low-contrast conditions, such as driving at night or in poor visibility conditions. This is due to the fact that they divide the incoming light into two focal points, often reducing the light used to form an image to less than 50 %. Ultimately, this reduces MTF values.7 The optic material of this lens corrects both spherical and chromatic aberration, providing a high-quality retinal image. Pupil independence is also a function of optics and lens material, not necessarily lens design.
Glistenings have also been reported to cause a loss in contrast sensitivity. IOLs with no glistenings were related to a 40% increase in contrast sensitivity at high spatial frequencies, which was not reported with the other IOLs on the TECNIS platform.12

Multiple clinical studies show that TECNIS Symfony IOL patients experienced high spectacle independence for distance, intermediate and near vision. The TECNIS Symfony IOL provides 20/20 or better mean uncorrected and best corrected distance, distance-corrected intermediate visual acuities and 20/30 mean distance corrected near visual acuity. Extended range of vision IOLs also shows a clinically significant increase in depth of vision by providing 20/20 or better vision up to −1.5 D of defocus and 20/40 or better vision up to −2.5 D of defocus. Defocus curves demonstrate the tolerance to residual refractive errors, meaning that the patient can have up to 1.5 D of hyperopia and still maintain the same distance vision; however, this would compromise an improvement for intermediate and near vision.10

The extended range of vision IOL is a new segment in presbyopia-correcting IOLs with a significant advancement over traditional technologies: full range of high-quality continuous vision, no incidence of halos comparable with a monofocal IOL and enhanced contrast sensitivity.